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Abstract
Vehicular delay tolerant networks (VDTNs) enable communications in sparse vehicular ad-hoc networks and other

challenged environments where traditional networking approaches fail. We propose a VDTN routing scheme that combines

the message deliver strategy of PRoPHET protocol, the message copy control strategy of Spray-and-Wait protocol and an

enhanced buffer management scheme. In our proposal, the buffer management scheme is designed to improve certain

network performance goals, namely, maximizing the average delivery ratio and minimizing the average delivery delay.

Furthermore, we use computer simulations to show that the proposed routing scheme achieves better system performance

than the existing baseline routing protocols.
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1 Introduction

Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) are expected to support

a large scale of mobile distributed applications that range from

traffic alert dissemination, dynamic route planning and file

sharing [1–3]. Wireless communications in VANETs enable

vehicle-to-everything (V2X) information exchange. The

VANET topology can vary from really dense (e.g., rush hour,

traffic jams, and so on) to very sparse (e.g., rural area, late night,

and so on). In case of dense network topologies, it is easy to

provide an end-to-end multi-hop communication between the

source and destination vehicle due to the presence of vehicles

on the communication path instead of transmitting data through

base stations. In particular, compared to the cellular commu-

nication mode, it requires only half of the resources, thus

offering better spectral efficiency [4, 5]. On the other hand, in

the sparse network topologies, since vehicles movements are

unpredictable and vehicles could disconnect or reconnect at

anytime, it is difficult to find a stable connection between two

nodes. Even some of the existing ad hoc routing protocols can

still be applied to VANETs, simulation results have showed

that they suffer from poor performances because of the fast

movement of vehicles and limited chances for information

exchange [4, 6–8]. The communications between vehicles in

sparse vehicular network case can be achieved by using the

store-carry-and-forward (SCAF) communication mechanism

that is the basis of Delay Tolerant Network (DTN) [9].
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DTN aims to provide communication capabilities for a

wide range of challenged environments, where difficulties

exist in establishing end-to-end paths. Recent studies

[10, 11] advocate the DTN architecture [12] to support

message distributions in highly dynamic networks. Vehic-

ular delay-tolerant networks (VDTNs) create a communi-

cation infrastructure composed of vehicular nodes and

other nodes, offering a low cost connectivity solution in

challenging scenarios where a telecommunication infras-

tructure is unreliable or not available due to disconnected

areas, natural disaster or emergency situations [13]. Many

VDTN routing algorithms make forwarding decisions by

building and updating routing tables whenever mobility

occurs. We believe this approach is necessary since

mobility is often unpredictable, and topology structure is

highly dynamic.

Many routing protocols have been proposed for VDTNs

with an attempt to achieve high delivery ratio and low

delay. The simplest protocol is Epidemic routing [14] that

replicates messages to all encountered peers that still do not

have them. As Epidemic routing incurs a high replication

overhead, Spray-and-Wait protocol [15] sets a strict upper

bound on the number of copies per message allowed in the

network. Another well-known routing protocol is PRo-

PHET (Probabilistic Routing Protocol using History of

Encounters and Transitivity) protocol [16]. It uses the past

information of nodes, and the history of the encounters to

predict the future encounters and thus select the interme-

diate nodes. Ample efforts have been made in applying

PRoPHET Protocol for multicasting in DTN but they all

lack in addressing the issue of buffer management which

directly degrades the performance of the protocol. PRo-

PHET algorithm is a routing algorithm based on proba-

bility strategy. This routing algorithm significantly reduces

the blindness in forwarding process and improves the

success rate of message delivery compared with Epidemic

routing. However, with the expansion of network scale, a

large number of copies are produced, which could affect

the network performance. Moreover, PRoPHET does not

optimize the message transmission policy and discard

strategy.

Existing studies in the era of VDTN routing protocols

can be classified into three main categories. The first cat-

egory is the study regarding general DTN routing protocols

that mainly focus on controlling the data replication pro-

cedure based on encounter probability and replication

overhead [14–21]. The second category discusses specific

DTN protocols under the assumption that certain kind of

social contact information is available [22–27]. The third

category studies buffer management policies in order to

improve the packet delivery ratio especially in the case of

limited buffer space or high traffic rate [28–34]. While the

buffer management policies could affect the performance

of the routing performance, the integration of routing

algorithm and buffer management policy is not seriously

discussed in the literature.

In this paper, we design a VDTN scheme that efficiently

integrates a general routing algorithm with a smart buffer

management policy. The major contributions of our work

are as follows.

• First, we propose a general routing protocol without

assuming the availability of specific social information.

The routing algorithm combines the message deliver

strategy of PRoPHET with the copy control strategy of

binary spray-and-wait protocol to limit the redundant

duplication of messages.

• We propose a specific buffer management policy to

improve the congestion control strategy of the routing

algorithm. The delivery probability and message prop-

erties are used to construct a congestion control metric

(CCM). Messages with higher CCM have higher

priorities to be forwarded in order to improve the

buffer utilization. Messages with the minimum CCM

are discarded to reduce the impact of random dropping

on routing efficiency.

• We conduct exhaustive simulations to evaluate the

proposed scheme and show the advantage over other

baseline approaches.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 provides a brief overview of the related studies.

Section 3 and Sect. 4 describe the proposed routing algo-

rithm and buffer management policy, respectively. Sec-

tion 5 provides a comparative analysis of proposed VDTN

scheme with some existing baselines, while Sect. 6 con-

cludes this paper.

2 Related work

2.1 General routing protocol

Existing general routing protocols can be divided into three

categories, namely, multi-copy-based, single-copy-based,

and erasure coding-based. In the first category [14–16], the

system keeps more than one copy of the same message,

which can be forwarded independently to improve

robustness and delivery ratio. The main characteristic that

these protocols have in common is the use of a multiple-

copy routing strategy that replicates bundles at contact

opportunities. Since too many copies may lead to conges-

tion and large overheads, most studies focus on the con-

trolling policy of message replication. In single-copy-based

routing protocols [17, 18], only one copy of each message

can exist in the network. In the third category [19–21],

numerous relays are allowed while a constant overhead is
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maintained, which results in fewer cases of long delays.

However, coding-based approaches are difficult to imple-

ment, where the purpose of this paper is to design a general

VDTN scheme that is easy to implement.

Epidemic is a flooding-based routing protocol. Nodes

continuously replicate and send messages to newly dis-

covered nodes that do not already have a copy of the

message. In the simplest case, Epidemic routing is flood-

ing, but more elaborated techniques can be used to limit the

number of message transfers. Spray-and-Wait achieves

resource efficiency by setting a strict upper bound on the

number of copies per message allowed in the network. The

protocol is composed of two phases: the spray phase and

the wait phase. Spray phase is terminated when the number

of replication reaches the upper limit. When a relay node

receives the replica, it enters the wait phase, where the

relay simply holds the particular message until the desti-

nation is encountered directly. It is possible to suppress the

communication cost compared with epidemic conventional

method. In PRoPHET protocol, the encounter probability is

determined from the frequency with which each node

makes contact with the target node. By communicating

only to nodes with higher encounter probabilities to

improve the probability that message will be delivered, and

reduce the number of communications. The bandwidth

consumption is larger than Spray-and-Wait protocol

because it does not control the number of message

replications.

As long as enough resources are available in the entire

network, the existing protocols can guarantee that mes-

sages will eventually arrive at their destinations along the

shortest path. Therefore, under ideal conditions, the exist-

ing protocols provide a lower bound for delay and an upper

bound for delivery probability. However, in a realistic

scenario, the network and node resources are often

restricted. The existing protocols waste resources by

propagating copies of messages that have already been

delivered or choosing immediate nodes that will never

reach the destination.

2.2 Specific routing protocols

There have been some protocols utilizing the social rela-

tionship between nodes to improve the routing perfor-

mance. In a social-aware network, while nodes are

interacted in a diverse manner, certain nodes encounter

each other more usually. User’s social affiliations and

attitudes are generally with long-term properties. Com-

pared with the mobility of nodes, they are less volatile. By

utilizing these features, social-based routing protocols use

various social characteristics to improve routing perfor-

mance in DTN environments [22–24].

SCORP (Social-aware Content-based Opportunistic

Routing Protocol) [25] is a social-based routing protocol

which focuses on message content rather than communi-

cation hosts. In addition, nodes’ social interactions and

structures (e.g. communities) are also under consideration.

Social levels of interaction promote the routing perfor-

mance in opportunistic environments. Content knowledge

may be content type, interested parties etc. SCORP uses the

combined form of social adjacency and content knowledge

in challenging environments in order to take forwarding

decisions. When source node is encountered with another

node, message will be forwarded from source node if that

node has the same content interest of message carried by

the source or, that node has strong relationship to the

source node. The dLife [26] protocol is another social-

aware routing approach which considers the dynamism of

users’ behaviors based on their daily life, taking advantage

of time-evolving social structures. In the dLife, source

node delivers a copy of message toward encountered node

since it has greater relation with destination than source.

The reason behind this is in future there is a good proba-

bility to face the destination. When its relationship with

destination is not known, then source node forwards the

message in accordance with the node’s importance.

Therefore, nodes having higher importance will get the

message from source. Bubble Rap [27] combines node

centrality with the idea of community structure to perform

forwarding. Communities are formed considering the

number of contacts between nodes and their durations, and

centrality is seen from a local (i.e., inside communities)

and global (i.e., whole network) perspective. Messages are

replicated based on the global centrality metric until it

reaches the community of the destination (i.e., a node

belonging to the same community). The forwarding is done

by using the local centrality metric, aiming to reach the

destination inside the community.

We can see that the design of social-based DTN routing

is more complicated than other approaches. It has to use

social concepts from social networks and consider a real-

istic DTN environment. Although these existing protocols

make use of the distributed computation to ensure message

diffusion, it requires the knowledge about the social group

of destination, which is difficult to achieve. Furthermore,

the temporal challenges in acquiring recent social network

topology is not discussed.

2.3 Buffer management policy

DTN systems are often composed of resource-constrained

wireless or mobile devices. Since the buffer space and inter-

node wireless resources in a system are always limited, it is

important to enforce buffer management and scheduling

policies to maintain message delivery in DTNs. The existing
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studies cover heuristic-based [28–30] and optimal-based

policies [31–33]. The heuristic-based policies employ dif-

ferent states of a message to estimate the probability that a

message can be delivered to its destination. For example, hop

counts of a message [28], the number of message copies,

remaining time-to-live (TTL), elapsed time [29], delivery

speed of messages [30], degree of message redundancy [31],

and the duration that a message has kept in a node [32] are

regarded to name a few. On the other hand, optimal-based

policies commonly formulate the message scheduling and

dropping task as a message replica allocation problem with

respect to delivery ratio or delay. The results of problem

solving are transferred into utility functions for scheduling

messages in buffer space. RAPID [33] is a typical optimal-

based policy. The study [34] argues that RAPID is subopti-

mal, and then proposes a global knowledge-based schedul-

ing drop policy (GBSD). While there are some buffer

management policies, an efficient integration of DTN rout-

ing algorithm with buffer management policy is an under-

explored research problem.

3 Proposed VDTN scheme and its routing
strategy

3.1 Overview of the proposed VDTN scheme

The proposed scheme includes two main components,

namely, a routing protocol and a buffer management pol-

icy. The routing protocol achieves a good packet for-

warding performance by combining the message deliver

strategy of PRoPHET with the copy control strategy of

binary Spray-and-Wait protocol. The buffer management

policy considers several attributes of nodes and messages

to construct the congestion control metric to administrate

congestion issues.

3.2 Routing algorithm

In order to enhance the data delivery ratio in the VDTN

environment where the node movement is difficult to pre-

dict, this paper proposes a new general routing algorithm.

After a full consideration of node behavioral characteris-

tics, we propose a protocol that controls message copies in

message transfer process and distributes message copies

according to binary transfer algorithm. The difference

against existing protocol is as follows. In the spray phase,

the proposed algorithm chooses the node with higher

encounter probability to relay message copies. In the wait

phase, the algorithm takes into account node historical

information, and relays message copies based on encounter

probability. The algorithm improves the message delivery

probability while reducing the packet forwarding overhead.

Figure 1 shows the routing algorithm conducted at node

A. In the first step, source node A replicates message M to

L copies. The second step executed on A checks whether

node B is the final destination for any of the bundles stored

in node A’s buffer or not. If it happens, these bundles are

scheduled for being transmitted first to B, followed by the

remaining bundles sent in an order determined by the

execution of the next steps. As expected, the bundles that

targeted for B are removed from A’s buffer and added to

A’s list of delivered bundles. The third step involves the

determination of send the message or not. If the encounter

probability to the destination node of node B is greater than

node A, go to the next step. The final step is to ensure that

there is more than 1 copy in node A so it could send half of

the copies to node B which has higher encounter proba-

bility. These steps repeat until the message sent to the

destination node.

Fig. 1 Flowchart of the proposed routing algorithm
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The message sending process is shown in Fig. 2. In

section a, node S is the source node and has message m. In

section b, within the communication range of node S, there

are two nodes A and E. At the beginning of message

transfer stage, node S replicates message m to X copies.

Then, the encounter probability with the destination node is

compared between node A and E. If node A’s encounter

probability is higher than node E, Node S only considers

exchanging data with node A. Before sending a message,

Node S updates the encounter probability of each node

where the update method is the same as PRoPHET proto-

col. When node A’s encounter probability to the destination

node is higher than node E, node S gives priority to com-

munication with node A. When node S decides to sending a

message, X/2 copies will be sent to node A according to the

binary transfer algorithm, while node S has the remaining

X/2 copies. In section c, node S encounters node B, and

node B’s encounter probability is higher than node S. Then,

node S sends X/4 copies to node B. In section d, node

C appears in the communication range of node A. Node

A sends X/4 copies to node C because node C has a higher

encounter probability with the destination node. Finally,

node C sends the copy to the destination node to finish the

message transfer process.

4 Proposed buffer management policy

We propose an improved routing protocol based on PRo-

PHET. Since the network resources such as node buffer

size and network bandwidth are always restricted, the

buffer overflow problem is easy to occur. Therefore, con-

ducting an efficient buffer management at each forwarder

node is necessary in order to improve the packet delivery

probability.

By studying the existing buffer management policies,

we can find that most of current studies only consider the

unilateral attributes of nodes or messages but do not

address them as a whole part, therefore blindness exists.

We propose a buffer management policy based on the

congestion control metric. The metric takes into account

several attributes of nodes and messages, including the

remaining lifetime of messages, delivery probability, and

buffer overhead ratio. When congestion happens, the pro-

posed approach compares the congestion control metric of

messages in the buffer and selects the minimum value to

discard, which can reduce the packet loss and improve the

network performance.

Fig. 2 An example of routing procedure
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4.1 Buffer overhead ratio

We use buffer overhead ratio to describe the cache usage of

a message replica in a node. In the operations described by

the equation that follows, message replica’s size in node i

is SiðmÞ, the remaining buffer size of node i is BS(i). Using

the ratio of message size and the remaining buffer space

represents the buffer overhead ratio BOiðmÞ.

BOiðmÞ ¼
SiðmÞ
BSðiÞ : ð1Þ

From the Eq. (1), we can know that since the buffer size is

constant, if the message size is larger, the influence to other

messages in the buffer is greater. Thus the buffer overhead

ratio is a negative factor in the buffer management.

4.2 Time measurement factor

Since DTN uses the store-carry-forward method to trans-

port messages, the message TTL is an important element

that affects the buffer management. A message occupies

the cache for a long time, which will seriously affect the

utilization of the cache since it is possible that the message

has already been delivered to the destination node. On the

premise that there is no feedback mechanism in DTN, if the

message is redundant information, then deleting the mes-

sage replica with the earliest reception time of the node is

beneficial to the whole network. Therefore, this part com-

bines the message TTL with the receive time to the buffer

and uses their ratio to describe the effect of the time factor

on the message. In Eq. (2), TREC(m) is the live time of

message m in node i, TTL(m) is the remaining TTL of

message m and TMiðmÞ is the time measurement factor of

message m in node i.

TMiðmÞ ¼ 1� e
�TTLðmÞ
TRECðmÞ: ð2Þ

TMiðmÞ is a monotonically increasing function less than 1

and has a positive effect to the evaluation of message

preservation value.

4.3 Estimation of delivery probability

Due to the discontinuous characteristics of DTN and the

fast change of topologies, nodes are required to use the

known information to estimate the whole network situa-

tion. In this part we use the message hop count and the

delivery probability to estimate the delivery probability.

Since the proposed protocol is based on the delivery

probability concept and uses binary distribution algorithm

to send message replicas, the number of relay nodes RN(m)

can be estimated by Eq. (3).

RNðmÞ ¼ min 2hopiðmÞ;CNðmÞ
n o

: ð3Þ

In Eq. (3), hopiðmÞ is the hop count when node i receives

message m, and CN(m) is the total number of message

copies. We use the ratio of the number of relay nodes and

the number of nodes in the network to represent the rate of

message m stored in a node i, and then use the product of

the ratio and the delivery probability to estimate the

delivery probability that message m can be transferred to

the destination node.

DSiðmÞ ¼
RNðmÞ

N
� Pði;DÞ: ð4Þ

In Eq. (4), DSiðmÞ is the estimation of delivery probability

and N is the number of nodes in the network. P(i, D) shows

the probability of one replica of message m transferred

from node i to the destination node.

4.4 Congestion control metric

In a node’s cache, if the message size is bigger, the fewer

messages can be stored in the cache; if the message TTL is

larger, the fewer times the nodes can receive the new

message and the lower active level the nodes are. In

summary, there are many factors can affect whether the

message can be successfully delivered to destination node.

Therefore, in this part, we comprehensively considered

these influencing factors and evaluate the preservation

value of the messages in many aspects. In the message

dropping policy, the estimation of delivery probability and

the time measurement factor are positive factors, and the

buffer overhead ratio is a negative factor. The joint con-

sideration of these three parameters is the congestion

control metric as follows.

CCMiðmÞ ¼ a � DSiðmÞ þ ð1� aÞ � TMiðmÞ
BOiðmÞ

: ð5Þ

In Eq. (5), the CCMiðmÞ shows a overall rating of each

message in the buffer. The smaller the CCMiðmÞ value is,

the lower the priority of the message, which means that the

message is more likely to be dropped when a congestion

happens. a is the smoothing factor between 0.5 and 1. The

large the value of a is, the greater the affect that DSiðmÞ
has.

4.5 Proposed buffer management algorithm

The buffer management algorithm is shown in Algorithm

1. First, the node checks whether the buffer has enough

space when receiving a new message. If the buffer has no

enough space for the incoming message which means

congestion happens, the algorithm calculates CCM value

1542 Wireless Networks (2020) 26:1537–1548
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for each message in the buffer and finds the message has

the lowest CCM value. Finally, the algorithm drops the

message that has the lowest CCM value in order to store the

incoming message.

5 Simulation results

5.1 Simulation setup

We conducted computer simulations to evaluate the per-

formance of the proposed scheme. The Opportunistic

Network Environment (ONE) simulator was used as the

simulation tool [35]. Parameters for simulation setup and

routing algorithms are shown in Table 1 and II, respec-

tively. In the simulation, the city map of Helsinki was used,

and the simulation time was 43,200 s. The number of nodes

was varying from 35 to 95, and all the nodes were cars with

moving speed of 10–50 km/h. The node buffer size was

changed between 1 and 10 MB. Message generation time

was changed between 10 and 100 s. Message living time

was changed between 60 and 300 min. The wireless link

data rate was 7.5 Mbps and the communication distance

was 50 m. The size of the message was an arbitrary value

in the region of [500k, 1m]. We evaluated the proposed

scheme by changing the buffer size of each node and the

number of nodes. The proposed protocol was compared

with ‘‘PRoPHET’’ [16], ‘‘S&W’’ (Spray-and-Wait proto-

col) [15], ‘‘Bubble Rap’’ [27], and ‘‘Proposed w/o BMP’’

(the proposed scheme without buffer management policy).

Simulation parameters are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

5.2 Results and analysis

We used three performance metrics, specifically, message

delivery ratio (i.e., the successfully delivered messages

over the total generated messages), the average message

end-to-end delay, and the overhead ratio which is the ratio

of ‘‘number of extra relays made’’ to ‘‘number of direct

relays made to destinations’’. We have carried out our

simulation under different scenarios to study the impact of

different network parameters on the network performance.

Figure 3 clarifies that the message delivery probability

of all the protocols increases as the buffer size increases.

Among them, the message delivery ratio of the proposed

scheme is the highest. These results indicate that proposed

scheme can deliver the vast majority of the packets to the

final destination. This is because the proposed

scheme avoids the blindness of the ‘‘S&W’’ protocol,

which reduces the amount of data stored in the buffer.

‘‘PRoPHET’’ protocol has the lowest message delivery

ratio due to the inefficient flooding scheme. Since the

‘‘PRoPHET’’ protocol does not consider the number of

copies, the message delivery ratio is unsatisfactory. By

including a limitation on the number of copies in the

‘‘PRoPHET’’ protocol, the proposed scheme shows a sig-

nificant advantage over other protocols.

Table 1 Parameters for simulation setup

Parameters Values

Simulation time 43200 s

Number of nodes 35,50,65,80,95

Interface Wi-Fi interface

Interface type Simple broadcast interface

Transmit speed 7.5 Mbps

Transmit range 50 m

Buffer size 1,3,5,7,10

Message interval 10,30,50,70,100

Message TTL 60,120,180,240,300

Mobility Random way point

Movement model Shortest path map based

Message size 500 KB–1 MB

Simulation area size 4500 m � 3400 m

Table 2 Parameters for routing algorithms

Routing algorithm Parameters Values

PRoPHET Seconds in time unit 30

Spray-and-Wait No. of copies (L) 10

Proposed Seconds in time unit 30

Proposed No. of copies (L) 10

Bubble rap k-clique 3
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Figure 4 shows a change in the overhead ratio of all the

routing protocols, which is measured by the number of

packet transfers needed for each packet delivery to the

destination. For the ‘‘PRoPHET’’ protocol, the overhead

increases as the buffer size increases. As the buffer size

increases, the number of messages that can be stored before

meeting the destination increases, and the redundancy of

data is considered to be the cause of the overhead. Since

the proposed scheme and the Spray-and-Wait protocol

control the copy of the messages from the beginning, the

overhead is suppressed.

Figure 5 depicts the average delay. The average delay

becomes higher as the buffer size increases. Without using

any smart buffer management policy, the ‘‘Bubble Rap’’

protocol shows the highest average latency since there are

too much redundant messages in the buffer. In the proposed

scheme, when a congestion happens in the buffer, messages

will be dropped considering the delivery probability, the

message lifetime and buffer space. Therefore, we are able

to observe that the proposed buffer management shows a

low average latency in all cases.

Figure 6 clarifies that the message delivery probability

of all the protocols increases as the message interval

increases. Among them, the message delivery probability

of the proposed scheme is the highest. This is because the

proposed scheme avoids the blindness of the ‘‘S&W’’

protocol and controls the use of buffers. For the ‘‘PRo-

PHET’’ protocol, since there is no consideration on the

copy of messages, the message delivery is also affected.

Figure 7 shows the comparison of the overhead ratio.

The overhead ratio of ‘‘PRoPHET’’ protocol and ‘‘Bubble

Rap’’ protocol increases as the message interval increases

while the overhead ratio decreases for the proposed

scheme and Spray-and-Wait protocol. As the message

interval increases, the number of messages created in a

certain simulation time reduces, resulting in a low proba-

bility of packet losses. The redundancy of data is consid-

ered to be the cause of the overhead ratio becoming larger.

On the other hand, the proposed scheme and the Spray-and-

Wait protocol control the copy of the message from the

beginning, so the overhead ratio is reduced.

Figure 8 shows the comparison of the average delay

time. For all protocols, the average delay time becomes

higher as the message interval increases. ‘‘Bubble Rap’’

protocol does not capture such dynamism which leads it to

create replicas that take more time to reach the destination

due to the weaker social ties of the carrier with the desti-

nation. Since the average delay time of the proposed

scheme is lower than the ‘‘PRoPHET’’ protocol, the per-

formance is improved.

Fig. 3 Delivery probability for various buffer sizes

Fig. 4 Overhead ratio for various buffer sizes

Fig. 5 Average latency for various buffer sizes Fig. 6 Delivery ratio for various message intervals
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Figure 9 clarifies that the message delivery probability

of all protocols increases as the number of nodes increases.

Since the proposed scheme and the ‘‘S&W’’ protocol can

control the number of copies of messages, when the

number of nodes is increased, the opportunities to com-

municate with other nodes are increased. The overhead and

the average delay of the proposed scheme are not sensitive

to the node density due to the efficient packet forwarding

policy that combines ‘‘PRoPHET’’ and ‘‘S&W’’. The

‘‘PRoPHET’’ protocol does not control the number of

copies of the message, and therefore the message overhead

is high, resulting in a decrease of packet delivery ratio with

the increase of node density. The proposed scheme is able

to outperform other algorithms in any network conditions.

Figure 10 demonstrates the transmission overhead of the

delivered messages for various node densities. The mes-

sage overhead of ‘‘Bubble Rap’’ is high due to the fact that

a packet requires a high number of hops before delivered.

As we can see the delay of our algorithm is lower than

other algorithms, which indicates that the CCM value is

effective in Fig. 11. The average latency of proposed

scheme is lower than other existing protocols. The fact that

proposed scheme outperforms other routing protocols

shows that the scheme makes wise decisions on what

bundles to forward and how to use the limited resources.

The delivery ratio, overhead ratio, and average latency

for various message TTL values are shown in Figs. 12, 13,

and 14, respectively. Because of limited resources and

short life span of a packet in VDTN, investigating the

routing performance for different TTL values is very

important for overall network performance. ‘‘PRoPHET’’

relies on encounter history and transient delivery prediction

to choose relays. This can efficiently identify the routing

paths to the destinations, but the dynamic environment

could result fluctuations of predicted probabilities. This

results in more redundant nodes being chosen as relays,

Fig. 7 Overhead ratio for various message intervals

Fig. 8 Average latency for various message intervals

Fig. 9 Delivery ratio for various numbers of nodes

Fig. 10 Overhead ratio for various numbers of nodes

Fig. 11 Average latency for various numbers of nodes
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which can be reflected from the delivery overhead. Since

the proposed scheme and ‘‘S&W’’ protocol can control the

number of copies of messages, when the number of nodes

is increased, and the opportunities to communicate with

other nodes are increased. At the same time, the overhead

ratio and the average delay time are not affected. On the

other hand, since the ‘‘PRoPHET’’ protocol cannot limit

the number of copies of the message, the message delivery

ratio shows a slight decrease. The overhead of ‘‘Bubble

Rap’’ increases with TTL values. We observe that the TTL

value has a very little impact on social-oblivious ‘‘S&W’’

and the proposed scheme, while having a significant impact

on the social-aware ‘‘Bubble Rap’’ protocol. This perfor-

mance study inspires us to select the message TTL value

that allows the protocols to deliver the most messages with

shorter latency and lower cost.

6 Conclusions

We proposed a VDTN scheme that includes both routing

protocol and buffer management policy. The proposed

scheme takes into account the encounter probability

between nodes and the number of copies of the message in

the forwarding decision. The buffer management policy

combines the delivery successful estimation, time mea-

surement and buffer overhead ratio to calculate the con-

gestion control metric value. Based on the value, the

proposed scheme efficiently controls the message drop

policy to reduce the impact of message drop on the delivery

ratio. Simulation results show that the proposed

scheme performs better than existing baseline approaches

by providing a higher message delivery ratio and lower

overhead.

Our work has some possible future improvements as

follows. The existing protocols do not consider the feed-

back from the destination node about the message recep-

tion status. If we could exchange the message reception

status information among forwarding nodes, a more effi-

cient buffer management and packet forwarding would be

achieved. Most of the existing protocols only consider

unicast communications in DTN, however in a realistic

communication environment, the network nodes always

have to send information to a specific group of nodes due to

the node sociality. Therefore, the studies on multicast and

anycast communications could be beneficial to enhance

communication capability and improve the wireless

resource utilization efficiency in DTN.
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